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On Saturday, 28 April 2018, Lahore Education and Research Network (LEARN) conducted a roundtable
discussion with policy and legal experts to understand ‘harassment’ and its various facets both in society and in
law. The aim of the discussion was to understand the legal loopholes and inadequacies in the way the term is
used and defined in law vis a vis how the term is perceived by victims.
The panelist included a diverse group of professionals from different age groups and backgrounds so as to take
a holistic and comprehensive view of the matter, namely:
• Dr Rubina Saigol (an independent researcher and gender expert with over 35 years of experience)
• Mr. Asad Jamal (Advocate and Professor of Law)
• Ms. Salma Muzaffar (Legal Executive at Punjab Commission on Status of Women)
• Ms. Mariam Saeed (Advocate and Educationist)
• Mr. Hassan Niazi (Senior Associate – Axis Law Chambers and Lecturer at LUMS)
• Ms. Shmyla Khan (Project Manager – Cyber Harassment Helpline, Digital Rights Foundation)
• Ms. Dania Mukhtar (Associate – Axis Law Chambers)
The discussion was spearheaded by Ms. Nida Usman Chaudhary, Founder of LEARN and co-organized by
Advocate Amna Ajmal, Chairperson of the Legal Reforms Committee of the Lahore High Court Bar Association.
The discussion was divided into three points namely:
1. What constitutes harassment in law and in general and whether any comprehensive definition can be
agreed upon?
2. What the legal loopholes in claims associated with harassment are?
3. What the way forward towards reforms to improve the law and procedure and address some of the
loopholes that persist is?
The session began with a keynote presentation by Dr. Rubina Saigol who discussed harassment in its sociological
context and helped the participants understand why it takes place, where it comes from and what may its
objective be.
She explained that harassment can be of two
types both of which are often confused and
seldom catered to as separate and distinct issues
in law, namely:
a. ‘sexist harassment’ which takes the form
of derogatory remarks often rooted
heavily in stereotypical generalizations
believed about the gender in question;
while
b. ‘sexual harassment’ on the other hand,
was specific to the body and involved
actual touching or putting the victim in
intimidation or threat of violence to
his/her body.
She explained how sexual harassment was actually about ‘power’ as opposed to ‘lust’ and how it is used as a
tool to dominate and control the victim or an entire gender and restrict their freedom and independence and
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how it is considered a form of violence against the victim for it puts him/her under severe psychological and
emotional trauma and intimidates or frightens him/her.
If the message to women is that they should stay at home because if they step out they would be harassed or
‘eve-teased’ as it was then called then rest assured the majority of harassment related cases take place at home
and by closest most trusted friend and family relations and even by blood relatives of the victim highlighted Dr
Rubina Saigol.
She closed her presentation with an overview of the Protection of Women from Harassment at Workplace Act
(2010) dealing with protection of women from harassment at workplace, which laid down a procedure as well
as a definition of harassment at workplace which serves as a decent starting point. She admitted however, that
the law had the potential of being misused due to false accusations and so more work on that front was required
to come through.
Advocate Asad Jamal taking the cue from Ms. Rubina continued the conversation by posing the issue of
harassment as one of inequality which as per him is the root cause of such incidents. He said,
“Sexual Harassment violates the principle of equality: it suggests that women are inferior to
men. I propose that this should become part of the law in some way.”
The inequalities are rooted in patriarchy and feudal past
so a social paradigm shift would be necessary for any real
progress to ensue. He was however, quick to point out
the evidential issue surrounding harassment cases and
indicated that focus of reform should be on procedural
front. He stressed that there was “a need introduce new
rules of evidence which focus on lessening the burden of
proof on the victim” because according to him ‘inequality
and harassment are directly proportional’.
He observed that the existing definition of harassment in
the 2010 Act appears to be more subjective in its
application. It needs to be corrected by introducing a
more objective criterion in law. His biggest concern was
in the question whether it was desirable to leave the
entire remedial scheme without any judicial scrutiny? Surely, any reforms will have to cater to these concerns
and address them.
Ms. Salma Muzaffar spoke about the issues associated with reporting on street harassment in the context of
Section 509 of Pakistan Penal Code (PPC).
Section 509 of the PPC states that, whoever; 1.

Intending to insult the modesty of any woman, utters any word, makes any sound or
gesture, or exhibits any object, intending that such word or sound shall be heard, or that
such gesture or object shall be seen, by such woman, or intrudes upon the privacy of such
woman;

2.

conducts sexual advances, or demands sexual favours or uses written or verbal
communication or physical conduct of a sexual nature which intends to annoy, insult,
intimidate or threaten the other person or commits such acts at the premises of work
place, or makes submission to such conduct either explicitly or implicitly a term or
condition of an individual's employment, or makes submission to or rejection of such
conduct by an individual a basis for employment decision affecting such individual, or
retaliates because of rejection of such behaviour, or conducts such behaviour with the
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intention of unreasonably interfering with an individual's work performance or creating
an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment,
shall be punished with imprisonment which may extend to three years or fine up to five hundred thousand rupees
1
or with both.
She stated that it was difficult to report in cases of street harassments,
because when one is harassed by a stranger on the road and he runs
away after doing the act, the women is helpless as she is not aware of
his name or identity so who does she report against? These practical
considerations are missing from law, policy and the way our society is
set up. She hopes that safe cities project of the government would be
able to improve this hurdle to some extent.
The subjugation of woman and the idea that she is a lesser being
somehow is injected from home and in childhood when they are
excluded from the decision-making roles in the family. Their opinions
not taken let alone valued. These characteristics of our society
perpetuate and translate into issues like harassment that women face
every day at the hands of men because they are not brought up as beings with equal respect. Salma was of the
view that increasing the number of women in leadership roles could help to address some of the imbalance and
inequities that we see reflected in the laws and policies especially pertaining to matters which affect them the
most.
Another angle which she pointed out was the need to sensitize women about their own inherent biases and
internalization of abuse so that they can play a positive role in recognizing and addressing it when it happens to
or around them. In several internal committees that were set up pursuant to requirements of the 2010 law in
relation to medical staff and hospital as the workplace, she highlighted that the female committee members
which was usually a senior nurse or medical officer would not consider some of the acts complained of as ‘abuse’
because that was how ‘normal’ and hence ‘trivial’ it was for them. all their lives they had seen it happen and
lived through it. It was no big deal! This itself then becomes a social challenge.
Ms. Shmyla Khan from Digital Rights Foundation
explained the nuances of harassment that manifests
itself online. She highlighted that online harassment was
wrongly perceived to be ‘less serious’ than offline
harassment when in fact, its manifestations are the same
as offline harassment ad in some cases can prove to be
worse because of the sheer outreach that digital
platforms can provide the perpetrators. The people who
are harassing online are present in our society and are
real people. It is just a new public space and not a new
form of harassment.
Shmyla also spoke on potential of ‘false accusations’ but
disregarded it as a significant issue to worry about given the shame, backlash, abuse, victim blaming, character
assassination and slut shamming of women that kicks in the minute she goes public with her accusation. For too
long the law has sided with the men so if women have been able to speak out through movements and platforms
1

Explanation-1 Such behaviour might occur in public place, including, but not limited to, markets, public transport, streets or parks, or it
might occur in private places including, but not limited to work places, private gatherings, or homes. Explanation-2 Workplace means, the
place of work or the premises where an organization or employer operates, this may be a specific building, factory, open area or a larger
geographical area where the activities of the organization are carried out. Sexual advances may occur after working hours and outside
workplace. It is the access that a perpetrator has to the person being harassed by virtue of a job situation or job-related functions and
activities.
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like #MeToo and have been able to turn the tables around then why not? She believes that the formal legal
system and process has failed women whereas online platforms have given women a voice. She feels the success
of movements like #MeToo lies in them exposing the limitations of the formal legal structures, rules and
procedures and any reform must understand these grievances and hurdles that women face in such complaints.
She calls for the system to be more ‘victim friendly’ to start with and for it to be pragmatically narrowed down
later on a case-to-case basis so that more victims feel welcome approaching the legal system with their claims.
Advocate Hassan Niazi was asked to comment on the inadequacy and fallacy of the definition of harassment
contained in Section 509 of the PPC and he rightly questioned what ‘violating the modesty of the women’ meant
at all? He criticised the definition to be very limited and narrow in its scope as well as ambiguous, weak and
outdated for the same reasons.
To the question as to whether a Facebook friend request by a professional to his client or a doctor to his patient
would constitute harassment under Pakistani law or not? Advocate Niazi was very clear that it would not under
the existing definitions in the law because sending a friend request per se cannot be considered a ‘sexual
advance’. Moreover, even under the 2010 Act, it would not come under the employer-employee relationship so
that the issue falls outside the scope and ambit of
workplace harassment. It could however, be an issue
better regulated under the professional ethics and code
of conduct by professional regulatory bodies.
Comparing the Pakistani position with that in the US, he
questioned why the regulatory authorities of
professional bodies not doing enough to address this
issue. He was of the view that professional regulatory
bodies such as the Bar Council for instance, are best
placed to enforce code of conduct and ethics within their
domain and so their role and contribution to address this
issue cannot be ignored. Considering this is a sociological
problem, law alone is not the tool to address it and
administrative channels will have to involved and engaged to improve the situation. Indeed, “every university
and school should have an inquiry committee under the 2010 law” he stressed.
There was however, the need for the law to be clear on when something is unethical, inappropriate, non-sexual
and/or sexual harassment. Until a clear definition of these related concepts is expounded, harassment would
remain an issue open to subjective interpretations.
Noting that the ‘standard of proof’ in criminal cases was too high a standard to be discharged in cases of
harassment which often usually don’t have the requisite evidence, he questioned as to why no ‘tort of sexual
harassment’ was developed? Tort being a civil wrong and attracting civil remedies allows the flexibility of a lesser
standard of proof, that of proving the case on a ‘balance of probabilities’ as opposed to ‘beyond reasonable
doubt’, which in cases of harassment is likely to be a more potent avenue of redressal.
On formulating a ‘test’ to determine incidence of harassment, he stated that in the United States, the standard
of proof was of the ‘reasonable woman’ and not that of the reasonable man so maybe it was time we introduced
2
similar standards. Dr. Rubina Saigol added to this thought by recalling Justice Nasir ul Mulk’s dissenting note
in the Mukhtar Mai Case where he quoted several precedents stating that victim’s sole testimony ought to be
3
sufficient in such cases.
Advocate Dania Mukhtar however disagreed that the standard be of ‘reasonable woman’ or ‘man’ because (a)
why do we even expect the victim to be reasonable? And (b) because a standard like that of ‘reasonable woman’
would otherwise perpetuate the stereotypical mind-set and approach re women in the society which she feels
should be discouraged because harassment is not a gender issue. Men can be harassed, children are. There is
no end to it.
2
3

Ellison v Bradley, 924 F.2d 872 (9th Cir. 1991)
Supreme Court Judgement in Mukhtar Mai Case 2011 Criminal Appeals No 163-171 and S.M. Case No 5/2005
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She also criticised how the testimony or speaking
out of victim herself is never enough and no action
is taken unless three or four other women echo the
victim’s voice as well. This has the culminating
impact of reducing women from half in Qanoon e
Shahdat to one-third of who they really are - i.e.
people. In addition to that she highlighted that a
counter suit for defamation is a huge deterrent for
victims of sexual harassment because invariably
they are unable to provide requisite evidence (which
itself is discriminatory and anachronistic) and then
are faced with the potential suit of defamation by
the accused. The entire prospect of this is a huge
flaw in the system for it makes the system lopsided
against his/her interest. For any real progress, the rights of victim and accused will need to be balanced at least
to correct the lopsided impact of existing laws and standards.
An important observation she made was that the 2010 Act, even though it applied to educational institutions,
did not however, cover students to student harassment at university/college/school premises. She was of the
view that companies, institutions and workplaces should be held vicariously liable so that they show more
responsibility towards ensuring a conducive and safe work environment for all of their employees and staff.
A common observation that all panellists agreed upon was
the ‘secondary harassment’ that takes place in addition to
the primary harassment complained of by the victim. This
secondary harassment takes the form of victim blaming and
shaming as well as the hostile environment of law
enforcement agencies and avenues including the stage
where FIR is to be filed to the court environment, evidentiary
and procedural steps including the issue of nonappointment of ombudsperson for long intervals who is the
focal person outside the inquiry committees to whom the
applications under 2010 Act have to be made. The entire
process is an ordeal and any reform will have to focus on
making the system more open, supportive and accessible to women. Even though lady police officers now
handle these cases and are reportedly treating the claimants very politely, evidence still remains an integral
issue as does the victim as well as accused shaming. The online space will continue to be harnessed till such time
that formal laws and procedures open their doors to
claimants.
Ultimately, the issue is one of ‘consent’ or lack thereof and
so even a prostitute has the right to claim harassment if she
is met with an unwelcomed sexual advance. Our society
has a hard time accepting ‘NO’ for an answer and this was
a main concern of educationist and lawyer Ms. Mariam
Saeed. She stressed on the role and responsibility of the
parents to teach their children to say ‘No’ to inappropriate
requests by strangers, friends or family members. She
resigned to the fact that there could ever be a conclusive
definition of harassment but agreed with Ms. Nida that
there ought to be one that is ‘inclusive’ if not ‘conclusive’.
Ms. Nida added that an inclusive definition of harassment does not distinguish between class, race, gender,
religion, etc, but rather structures the elements that may constitute harassment. For instance, the Canadian
Human Rights Commission noting that harassment is a form of discrimination, states that,
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“harassment occurs when someone (i) makes unwelcome remarks or jokes about your race,
religion, sex, age, disability or any other grounds for discrimination, (ii) threatens or intimidates
you because of your race, religion, sex, age, disability or any other grounds of discrimination,
4
(iii) makes unwelcome physical contact with you such as touching, patting or pinching.”
Perhaps, this could be further improved by including in part (i) of the definition “any sound, or gesture
or exhibits any object, intending that such word or sound shall be heard, or that such gesture or object
shall be seen by person to whom it is directed or intended or intrudes the privacy of such person”.
She also identified that the biggest drawback of the 2010 Act was that it did not cover ex-employees and so
should a woman cease to be an employee at the hostile workplace she would also lose the right to bring
proceedings under the 2010 Act as decided in the case of Syed Mazhar Hussain and Others v President of the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan (2018 MLD 327).
Final Outcomes:
Discussion Point No 1: What Constitutes Harassment?
•

•

Under Section 509 of PPC

5

i.

Intending to insult the modesty of any woman, utters any word, makes any sound or
gesture, or exhibits any object, intending that such word or sound shall be heard, or that
such gesture or object shall be seen, by such woman, or intrudes upon the privacy of such
woman;

ii.

conducts sexual advances, or demands sexual favours or uses written or verbal
communication or physical conduct of a sexual nature which intends to annoy, insult,
intimidate or threaten the other person or commits such acts at the premises of work
place, or makes submission to such conduct either explicitly or implicitly a term or
condition of an individual's employment, or makes submission to or rejection of such
conduct by an individual a basis for employment decision affecting such individual, or
retaliates because of rejection of such behaviour, or conducts such behaviour with the
intention of unreasonably interfering with an individual's work performance or creating
an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment.
Under Section 2 (h) of Protection Against Harassment of Women at the Workplace Act
6
2010
Harassment means
i)
ii)

•

any unwelcome sexual advance, request for sexual favours or other verbal or written
communication or physical conduct of a sexual nature or
(ii) sexually demeaning attitudes, causing interference with work performance or
creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment, or the attempt to
punish the complainant for refusal to comply to such a request or is made a condition
for employment.

Under Sections of Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act 2016

4

http://www.chrc-ccdp.gc.ca/eng/content/what-harassment-1
presents a definition only in relation to women victims. It fails to be inclusive.
6
Note how the definition is mainly worded in context of sexual overtures. In this way, it fails to be inclusive.
5
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Section 20: Offences against dignity of a natural person —
(1) Whoever intentionally and publicly exhibits or displays or transmits any information
through any information system, which he knows to be false, and intimidates or harms the
reputation or privacy of a natural person, shall be punished with imprisonment for a term
which may extend to three years or with fine which may extend to one million rupees or with
both:
Section 21: Offences against modesty of a natural person and minor—
(1) Whoever intentionally and publicly exhibits or displays or transmits any information which —
(a) superimposes a photograph of the face of a natural person over any sexually explicit image
or video; or
(b) includes a photograph or a video of a natural person in sexually explicit conduct; or
(c) intimidates a natural person with any sexual act, or any sexually explicit image or video of
a natural person; or
(d) cultivates, entices or induces a natural person to engage in a sexually explicit act, through
an information system to harm a natural person or his reputation, or to take revenge, or to
create hatred or to blackmail, shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which may
extend to five years or with fine which may extend to five million rupees or with both.
Section 24. Cyber Stalking —
(1) A person commits the offence of cyber stalking who, with the intent to coerce or intimidate
or harass any person, uses information system, information system network, the Internet,
website, electronic mail or any other similar means of communication to—
(a) follow a person or contacts or attempts to contact such person to foster personal
interaction repeatedly despite a clear indication of disinterest by such person;
(b) monitor the use by a person of the internet, electronic mail, text message or any
other form of electronic communication;
(c) watch or spy upon a person in a manner that results in fear of violence or serious
alarm or distress, in the mind of such person; or
(d) take a photograph or make a video of any person and displays or distributes it
without his consent in a manner that harms a person.
Section 25. Spamming —
(1) A person commits the offence of spamming, who with intent transmits harmful, fraudulent,
misleading, illegal or unsolicited information to any person without permission of the recipient
or who causes any information system to show any such information for wrongful gain.
Discussion Point No 2: What are the Legal Loopholes?
1.
2.

Definitions are ambiguous and non-inclusive
Burden of proof on claimant
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt is a very high standard especially because usually such
cases don’t have concrete evidence to support the claim of the plaintiff
Ex-employees not covered by 2010 Act
2010 Act relies on existence and functioning of Inquiry Committees and Ombudsperson who is often
not appointed
Section 509 is not user-friendly as it attracts the adversarial criminal procedure and qanoon e shahadat
2010 Act only applicable to workplace and employee-employee or employer-employee relationship so
for all other instances of harassment such as for instance, student-student you have to resort to PPC or
provisions in PECA which have their own challenges in terms of procedure and evidence
potential of misuse and abuse via false accusations i.e. either way it is lopsided
counter suit of defamation is a huge deterrent for victims to come forward

Discussion Point No 3: Way Towards Reform
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Law needs a clear and inclusive definition of harassment
The burden and standard of proof on victim needs to be reduced
Judicial scrutiny of the matter should not be circumvented
Evidentiary requirements need to be re-thought
Judicial as well as administrative procedures should be made more accessible and welcoming
Utilizing law of tort to address harassment cases should be considered including imposing ‘vicarious
liability’ on workplaces for greater accountability
Professional regulatory bodies should be demanded to set up their inquiry committees as well as
codes of conduct and ethics which should be clearly explained to all employees and an undertaking
to that effect may be taken
Trainings, capacity building and education can play an important social role in neutralizing the power
dynamics between men and women and between powerful and the weak in the society

For Comments, Views and Feedback

Please write to us at
info@learnpak.com.pk
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